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Delivery of Second Diamond Off shore Rig Ocean Valor 

Diamond Offshore Drilling Limited had on 
September 30, 2009 acquired from PetroRig II 
Pte Ltd the construction contract to purchase 
PetroRig II, a newbuild, 7,500-foot, dynamically 
positioned semi-submersible offshore drilling 
unit which was renamed Ocean Valor.

Earlier in June 2009, in an unrelated transaction, 
Diamond Offshore Drilling Limited took delivery 
of the first sister semi-submersible drilling 
unit the Ocean Courage (ex PetroRig I) after 
winning a bid to purchase the rig from Jurong 
Shipyard.

Ocean Valor is the fourth of a series of 10 ultra-
deepwater 6th generation semi-submersible 
rigs built by Jurong Shipyard based on the 
Friede & Goldman ExD Millennium Class 
design. The rig is capable of drilling up to 
40,000 feet whilst operating in 10,000 feet 
water depth.

Jurong Shipyard, a subsidiary of Sembcorp Marine, has successfully delivered a second ultra-deepwater semi-
submersible rig – the Ocean Valor (ex PetroRig II) – on schedule to Diamond Offshore Drilling Limited, a 
subsidiary of Diamond Offshore Drilling, Inc, in early October 2009.

Ocean Valor – the second Friede & Goldman ExD Millennium Class design ultra-deepwater semi-submersible 
rig delivered to Diamond Offshore.

Mr Glenn A. Gipson, Diamond Offshore Drilling’s 
Director of Special Project, and Mr Don Lee, Jurong 
Shipyard’s Senior General Manager of Offshore, 
sealing Ocean Valor’s successful hand-over.

Jurong Shipyard and Diamond Offshore Drilling representatives marking the 
delivery of Ocean Valor. 

Raising their champagne-fi lled glasses in celebration.

FEATURE
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Strike steel ceremonies were held in Jurong Shipyard between September and October 2009 for two highly 
sophisticated ultra-deepwater newbuild semi-submersible rigs belonging to Atwood Oceanics Pacifi c Limited 
and SeaDragon II Limited. 

YARD NEWS

Strike Steel of Jurongʼs Newbuild Rigs

Cheers to the project’s success.

Marking the start of a great partnership! 

Celebrating the occasion with some champagne. Mr Guy Dawson-Smith, Project Manager of the 
second SeaDragon rig, initiates the strike steel. 

Construction Starts for Second Atwood Rig 
Representatives from Jurong Shipyard and Atwood Oceanics 
celebrated the construction commencement of Atwood’s second 
semi-submersible under construction in the yard with a strike steel 
ceremony on September 9, 2009.

The rig will be a dynamically positioned semi-submersible built based 
on the Friede & Goldman ExD Millennium design. With a water depth 
rating of 10,000 feet, the rig will be suitable for operations in most of the 
world’s known challenging deepwater arenas.

Strike Steel for SeaDragon’s Second Rig 
The fi rst steel cut of the second SeaDragon semi-submersible project 
contracted to Jurong Shipyard was commemorated in a ceremony on 
October 1, 2009 in the presence of key stakeholders. 

As part of this project, the yard will construct, outfi t, furnish, equip, test, 
commission and complete a Moss CS50 MK II 6th generation dynamic-
positioned (DP-3) column-stabilised harsh-environment ultra-deepwater semi-
submersible drilling unit from a baredeck hull. The rig is equipped for a water 
depth rating of 10,000 feet and a maximum drilling depth of 30,000 feet.

Commemorating the construction commencement of the rig. 

Project Director Mr Tony Dyne from Atwood Oceanics activates the fi rst steel cut for 
Atwood’s second rig, to applause from the rig’s Project Manager Mr Albert Temmen and 
Mr Don Lee, Jurong Shipyard’s Senior General Manager of Offshore.
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Irene SL looking radiant during her sail-off.

YARD NEWS

Greek Beauty Freshens Up

Greek tanker Irene SL owned by repeat customer Enesel SA stopped over at Jurong Shipyard from September 
to October 2009 to recharge and freshen up before the next leg of her journey. 

Tiger Shark regains its strength after the repairs.

Tiger Shark, a 187.64m x 
28.43m x 15.60m containership, 
launched off from Jurong 
Shipyard with renewed energy 
in early September after 
regaining its strength following 
a scheduled two-week repair 
stopover.

The 33,520 dwt German vessel belonging 
to MARTIME – Gesellschaft fur maritime 
Dienstleistungen mbH called at the yard in mid 
August for overhaul and drydocking works. 

Among the major jobs received by the vessel 
included hull blasting and painting, hatch 
covers repairs, fabrication of a new tool locker, 
steel repairs at various locations, machinery 
equipment overhaul as well as tailshaft survey 
and stern tube seals renewal.

Tiger Shark Renews Strength

The 319,247 dwt vessel, with a dimension of 333.00m x 
60.04m x 30.04m, underwent routine inspections and repairs 
including valves and machinery equipment overhaul, pipes 

renewal, electrical works and various testing. The tanker also 
had her hull fully blasted and painted before setting off from 
the yard.
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Tohshi checks in for repairs.

Taiyoh III Tanker Repairs

Tenryu all set to sail.

YARD NEWSYARD NEWS

Japanese tanker sisters – Kai-Ei, Tenryu and Tohshi 
– from Kyoei Tanker Co. Ltd visited Jurong Shipyard 
during the months of September and October 2009 for 
servicing and maintenance.  

Japanese Tanker Sisters Check In

The 299,997 dwt Kai-Ei, which measures 333.00m x 30.50m x 60.04m, 
was the fi rst to stop by the yard between late August and early September. 
During her stopover, the vessel received hull structural repair works on 
the port side, followed by fault inspection and rectifi cation on the ballast 
tanks pipes. The yard also load-tested and re-wired the ship’s lifeboats 
and carried out hull blasting and painting. 

Next to check in for a 14-day stay in early September was the 
281,050 dwt Tenryu. Highlights of the operation included inspection 
of main engine and turbocharger, overhaul of pump room valves, re-
wiring and load-testing of portside lifeboat and starboard side rescue 
boat. Repairs were also performed on the ship’s damaged propeller 
and the radar mast topside wing.

Taiyoh III, a 89,960 dwt crude 
and product oil tanker measuring 
246.89m x 42.34m x 19.50m, took 
time out from her schedule to 
undergo repairs in Jurong Shipyard 
in mid October 2009. 

Owned by Taiyo International Pte Ltd (Japan), 
the vessel underwent overhaul works in several 
locations, including cylinder heads and pistons, 
cargo and ballast pumps, high velocity and vacuum 
relief valves and the accommodation ladders.  

Other repair highlights included renewal of engine 
room pipings, ballast tanks anodes and the deck 
area hydraulic pipe lines, installation of supply 
cargo tank pressure monitoring system, and hull 
painting works.

Kai-Ei basking in the drydock. 

Taiyoh III drydocking at Jurong Shipyard.

The 300,363 dwt Tohshi was the last of the trio to call at the yard from 
late September to early October. She received cargo tanks structural 
welding repairs, seal and shaft sleeve renewal for the port side windlass 
hydraulic pump and motor, as well as underwent partial renewal for the 
main engine exhaust pipe auxiliary boiler.  
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COVER STORY

A joyous moment for key representatives from Noble and Jurong Shipyard.

Jurong Shipyard Achieves Key Milestones for 

Marking the successful handover of Noble Danny Adkins.

It was double achievement for Jurong Shipyard as it celebrated key project milestones for two ultra-deepwater 
semi-submersible rigs contracted by Noble Drilling during the months of September and October 2009. 

Noble Danny Adkins sailing away from the yard following delivery.

Jurong Shipyard witnessed the delivery of the fi rst rig unit Noble Danny 
Adkins in September and the naming of the second semi-submersible 
Noble Jim Day in October. Both rigs are the largest ultra-deepwater 
dynamic positioning (DP3) semi-submersible drilling units undertaken by 
Jurong Shipyard and the fi rst Bingo 9000 design semi-submersible drilling 
rigs to be constructed and outfi tted by the yard from bare-deck hulls. 

Noble Danny Adkins, which has the ability to drill 37,000 feet and operate 
in up to 12,000 feet water depth, has set off from Singapore for the Gulf of 
Mexico after completing its sea trials. The rig is expected to undergo fi nal 
provisioning before commencing operations in the fi rst quarter of 2010. 
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COVER STORY

Mr WS Wong, Managing Director of Jurong Shipyard, said:“We are 
pleased to have completed the Noble Danny Adkins and look forward 
to completing the remaining work on the Noble Jim Day. These two 
units are the largest ultra-deepwater rigs undertaken by Jurong 
Shipyard to-date. This milestone achievement is the result of a solid 
partnership between Jurong Shipyard and Noble founded on close 
cooperation and a commitment to quality and safety excellence. The 
success of Noble Jim Day and Noble Danny Adkins testify to Jurong 
Shipyard’s strong expertise in rig building and versatility in providing 
customised offshore solutions to our customers.”

A solid partnership: Mr WS Wong, Managing Director of Jurong Shipyard, congratulating Mr Jim Day, former 
Noble Chairman and CEO, at the rig naming, witnessed by (in centre) Mr David Williams, Chairman, President 
and CEO of Noble Corporation, and Lady Sponsor Mrs Teresa Day.

A toast to celebrate the naming of Noble Jim Day.

Rig tour underway. 

Noble Drilling Rigs 

VIPs posing with Noble Jim Day’s replica.

Following the delivery of the fi rst rig, the second rig Noble Jim Day 
was offi cially named by Mrs Teresa Day, the wife of Mr Jim Day, 
former Chairman and Chief Executive Offi cer of Noble Corporation, 
in a ceremony held in Jurong Shipyard on October 28.   

The Noble Jim Day is expected to commence drilling operations 
in the Gulf of Mexico during the third quarter of 2010. The rig 
will be capable of drilling up to 35,000 feet in depth and operating 
in water depths of up to 12,000 feet, with accommodation for at 
least 200 persons. 

The audience being entertained by a ‘face-changing’ 
performance.

Drumming up the festive atmosphere. 

Striking a pose onboard.
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Delivery of Aquamarine Driller Ahead Of Schedule 
by PPL Shipyard
PPL Shipyard (PPL), a subsidiary of Sembcorp Marine, 
has successfully delivered Aquamarine Driller, the 
third ultra-premium high-specifi cation jack-up rig 
ordered by Vantage Drilling Company, two months 
ahead of schedule with payment fully received in early 
September 2009.

Aquamarine Driller is the 15th unit of a series of 23 jack-up rigs built 
based on the yard’s proprietary Pacific Class 375 design in PPL’s 
orderbook. This successful and proven design has been well-received 
by the offshore oil and gas industry, with a total of 27 jack-up rigs 
ordered to-date. 18 units have been delivered and are now operating 
successfully round the world. The Pacific Class 375 rig is an 
independent leg, cantilever jack-up with a drilling depth of 30,000 
feet and is capable of operating in water depth up to 375 feet.

The early delivery has enabled Vantage Drilling to clinch an early charter 
contract in West Africa.

Vantage Drilling, a company listed on the American Stock Exchange, 
contracted PPL to deliver four drilling rigs. Prior to Aquamarine Driller, 
PPL had earlier delivered to Vantage Drilling two rigs which are currently 
working successfully in Thailand and West Africa. PPL Shipyard is 
expected to deliver the fourth rig to Vantage Drilling in the fourth 
quarter of 2009.

The second EDC jack-up rig successfully launched.

Aquamarine Driller – the third ultra-premium high-specifi cation Pacifi c Class 
375 jack-up rig delivered by PPL Shipyard to Vantage Drilling Company two 
months ahead of schedule with payment fully received.

Celebrating the keel-laying of the second EODC jack-up rig.

PPL Shipyard commemorated the progress of two 
newbuild PPL Pacifi c Class 375 jack-up rigs during the 
month of October 2009.

The yard marked the successful launching of its second jack-up (P2028) for 
Egyptian Drilling Company (EDC) on October 5 followed by the keel-laying 
of the second rig unit (P2025) for Egyptian Offshore Drilling Company 
(EODC) on October 12.

PPL Shipyard Marks Progress of Newbuild Rigs

SCM : AROUND THE YARDS
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Sembawang Shipyard Celebrates Upgrading Success 
of Neptune Explorer
Sembawang Shipyard, a wholly owned subsidiary of Sembcorp Marine, and Neptune Marine Oil and Gas celebrated 
the reactivation and upgrading success of the drillship Neptune Explorer in a ceremony on October 2, 2009.

The newly upgraded Neptune Explorer at the quayside.

An exchange of congratulatory handshakes by Guest-of-Honour Ms Grace Fu, 
Senior Minister for National Development and Education, Mr Ong Poh Kwee, 
Sembawang Shipyard’s Managing Director, and Mr Hans Van Royen, CEO of 
Neptune Marine Oil & Gas.

A happy thumbs-up to the successful upgrading of Neptune Explorer!

The joyous occasion saw the presence of Guest-of-Honour Ms Grace Fu, 
Senior Minister for National Development and Education, as well as 
key representatives from Sembawang Shipyard and Neptune Marine 
Oil and Gas. 

The Neptune Explorer has been given a new lease of life and over 
a two-phase upgrading period, all the marine and drilling systems 
onboard have been upgraded and new electrical, navigation, 
fire and gas systems installed. Other new installations included 
sponson tanks, five new engines, cablings, gantry crane, piping 
and Azimuth thrusters. The yard also fabricated and installed the 
sub-structure for the drill tower, the subsea house and a 110 tonne 
crane. The accommodation onboard was refurbished and new 
living quarters were installed to cater for 140 officers and crew. 

In his speech during the ceremony, Mr Hans Van Royen, CEO of Neptune 
Marine Oil & Gas, thanked Sembawang Shipyard for transforming the 
Neptune Explorer into a highly sophisticated drillship that will launch Neptune 
Marine Oil & Gas into an exciting new era.

Mr Ong Poh Kwee, Sembawang Shipyard’s Managing Director, also 
conveyed his heartfelt thanks to Neptune Marine Oil & Gas. “We would 
like to thank the Owners for their trust and confi dence in our shipyard in 
entrusting us with this project. The Neptune Explorer has been given a 
new lease of life and she is the result of many months of close teamwork 
and collaboration, hard work and dedication of both the Neptune and 
Sembawang project teams,” he said.

The Neptune Explorer now has a variable deck load of 7,220 metric tonnes 
and is equipped to work in water depths up to 5,000 feet. This will allow 
Neptune Marine Oil and Gas to tap into the fast-growing mid to deepwater 
segment where many of the recent oil and natural gas discoveries occur. 

SCM : AROUND THE YARDS
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In high spirits.

SCM : NEWS

A Night of BossaCucaNova Delight

To demonstrate its strong support for the arts and promote Singapore’s 
vibrant arts scene, Sembcorp Marine sponsored the debut Singapore 
concert of BossaCucaNova, a renown Brazilian band of new-generation 
Bossa Nova artistes, on September 9, 2009 at the Esplanade. 

SCM : NEWS

Looking their best for the camera.

Networking at the pre-concert reception.

BossaCucaNova’s debut concert was proudly 
sponsored by Sembcorp Marine.

Enjoying a cosy gathering.

Having a great time.

Camera-ready with big smiles.

Dubbed one of the coolest bands in Brazil, the six-member 
BossaCucaNova, which means “bossa with a new mind”, thrilled 
the crowd with their eclectic fusion of classic bossa nova with 
modern sounds and funky beats. 

Prior to the concert, Sembcorp Marine hosted a cosy reception 
for customer representatives and guests from the investor and 
media community who had been specially invited to experience the 
band’s unique brand of Brazilian music.
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SCM : NEWS

Mr Tan Cheng Tat, Chief Financial Offi cer of Sembcorp Marine, receiving the 
award on behalf of the Group.

Sembcorp Marine was honoured for its continuous commitment in upholding high standards of corporate 
transparency at the 10th Investors’ Choice Awards organised by the Securities Investors Association of Singapore 
(SIAS) on October 7, 2009.   

The Group was accorded the Most Transparent Company  (Non-
electronics Manufacturing category) Runner-up Award during the 
award ceremony held at Raffl es City Convention Centre in recognition 
of the company’s open communication and voluntary disclosure to 
shareholders.

Selected and judged by a committee of respected members from the 
mass media, investment, analyst, equity sales and asset management 
communities, companies are assessed on the timeliness, substantiality 
and clarity of their news releases, degree of media access, frequency 
of corporate results, as well as availability of segmental information and 
communication channels such as the company website and access to 
yard tours and analyst briefi ngs.

Recognition for Corporate Transparency & Disclosure

On a tour around the yard.

Ms Judy Han, Sembcorp Marine’s Senior Vice 
President of Investor Relations and Communications, 
and Mr John Gollifer, Singapore Exchange’s Senior 
Vice President of Investor Relations, sharing 
insights.

Sharing IR Insights with the Next Generation

The student delegation, led by Singapore 
Exchange’s Investor Relations Senior Vice 
President Mr John Gollifer, had the opportunity 
to gain insights into Sembcorp Marine’s 
strategic approach in reaching out to the 
investor and media community as well as 
various stakeholders and publics. The visitors 
were also brought on a yard tour to enhance 
their understanding of the Group’s marine and 
offshore engineering operations. 

Sembcorp Marine played host to almost 40 Singapore Management University (SMU) undergraduates and 
exchange students who were keen to learn more about investor relations as part of their corporate communications 
curriculum during a visit on September 19, 2009.

Viewing the various projects in progress.

A memorable snapshot to conclude the educational visit.
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Following its successful fi rst wave, the 
Mentoring Programme will continue to be 
implemented as an effective platform for the 
transfer of knowledge and sharing of experience 
among employees within the Group. The next 
wave of the scheme is targeted for launch in 
January 2010 and to be cascaded to the various 
operational departments in February 2010 so 
that mentoring is eventually embedded in the 
yard’s operation process.

HAPPENINGS

Strengthening rapport through interactive activities .

Jotting down their feedback.

Appreciating our Mentors

Sharing ideas about the programme.

Mr WS Wong, Sembcorp Marine’s President & CEO, commending mentors and mentees for their active participation in the programme.

A buffet spread for all.

The get-together marked the successful 
completion of the one-year formal mentorship 
journey and the continuation of their meaningful 

The fi rst batch of mentees from Sembcorp Marine’s formal Mentoring Programme came together on September 16, 
2009 to show appreciation to their respective mentors for sharing their knowledge and life experiences.

interpersonal relationships beyond the 
programme. The Group’s senior management 
joined the mentors and mentees in this intrinsically 
rewarding event.

Mr WS Wong, Sembcorp Marine’s President 
and Chief Executive Offi cer, graced the occasion 
and commended everyone present for their 
commitment and participation in the scheme. 
Certifi cates of appreciation were also presented 
to mentors for dedicating their time towards 
nurturing mentees under their care. 

As part of the day’s highlights, mentees and 
mentors engaged in a series of interactive 
discussion activities, where they shared their 
thoughts and feedback as well as personal 
take-aways and lessons learnt in the process. 
Participants also enjoyed a meaningful time of 
exchange as they conversed and bonded over a 
delightful luncheon buffet.
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Developing Talent Through Skills Training 
As part of its talent development programme, Sembcorp Marine and its subsidiaries held several training 
programmes for their employees during the months of September and October 2009 to further enhance their 
skills and knowledge for greater competency at work. 

HAPPENINGS

Several courses spanning a variety of topics, 
ranging from “Problem Solving & Decision 
Making” and “Effective Project Management” 
to “Assertiveness Skills”, “Communication 
& Relationship Management” and “English  
Communications”, were conducted by various 
training partners to bring out the best in 
employees.

Active discussion in progress during the “Effective Project Management” course.

Hands-on approach to learning during the “Communication & Relationship Management” course.

An interactive session during the “Problem-solving & Decision-Making” workshop.

Participants of SMOE’s “English Communications” Course.

Participants of the “Assertiveness Skills” course from Jurong Shipyard.
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Bright smiles to mark a fruitful visit.

HAPPENINGS

Nearly 40 representatives from various 
companies were introduced to the yard’s 
in-depth and multi-faceted WHP programme 
as part of the learning visit. A tour was 
also conducted to provide visitors a 
better understanding of the shipyard’s 
comprehensive healthcare facilities and 
holistic approach in promoting total wellness 
among employees. 

A Role Model for WHP

Jurong Shipyard, a platinum winner of the Singapore HEALTH Award, was chosen to showcase its Workplace 
Health Promotion (WHP) activities to delegates attending the Health Promotion Board’s 9th National Annual 
Conference on October 23, 2009. 

Viewing the yard’s newly refurbished gym.Checking out the health corner.

Trying the various health assessment machines.Sharing the yard’s WHP success story with invited guests.
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HAPPENINGS

Commemorating a successful run.

Upping the ACTIVE Momentum
Jurong Shipyard steps up the pace on healthy living by increasing the frequency of its ACTIVE (All 
Employees Together In Various Exercises) Day programme from a yearly activity to a monthly event with 
effect from October 2009. 

Reaching out towards better fi tness with an ACTIVE Day every month.

Exercising is fun! 

On the fi rst Monday of every month, 
staff will engage in a fun-fi lled low-impact 
half-hour ACTIVE Day workout before 
commencing work. Through this, the 
yard aims to encourage an active lifestyle 
and a culture of fi tness among employees. 

Running for Singapore
Employees from Jurong Shipyard joined 4,000 others to 
raise funds for the needy through their participation in 
the Run Singapore charity event on September 6, 2009. 

Besides contributing back to society, participants also had the rare 
opportunity to run the Marina Bay F1 race circuit. Organised by volunteer 
group Singapore Cares in conjunction with the 10th anniversary of the 
President’s Challenge, the 5km run raised over $1 million for local charity 
organisations such as the Autism Resource Centre, Beyond Social 
Services and the Yellow Ribbon Project. Ergonomics Care at Work

Learning practical tips on applying workplace ergonomics for better health.

Practising the stretches.

The application of ergonomic principles can help prevent 
the occurrence of aches and pains while at work.

To equip employees with more knowledge about the subject, a 
workshop on “Ergonomics for the Hard Worker” was organised by 
Jurong Shipyard on October 14, 
2009 in conjunction with Alexandra 
Hospital. 

During the talk, participants 
learnt about ways to minimise 
musculoskeletal ailments through the 
use of better workplace ergonomics 
and simple stretching exercises.
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A performance by the yard’s belly dancers.

A rousing cheer by the JSRC organising committee to warm up the party.

Giving their best take on Bollywood dancing.

HAPPENINGS
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Retro Nite Fever

Staying true to the theme, party-goers made a groovy statement when 
they turned up in their retro best at Churrasco Brazilian restaurant all 
ready for an evening of good food and great entertainment. 

The night’s action was launched off by upbeat performances from the 
Jurong Shipyard Recreation Club (JSRC) organising committee and the 
yard’s talented belly dancers. With this, the feasting and festivities began 
with revellers enjoying a sumptuous buffet of barbequed meats served 
Brazilian style and other scrumptious dishes. Entertainment came in the 
form of fun-fi lled games, which drew much cheers and laughter from the 
room, as well as a live band specially engaged for the occasion.

As a reward for active participation, various awards for fi tness, best 
performance, and best dressing were presented to the deserving 
winners. Some fortunate employees also took home attractive prizes 
during the lucky draw segment.

From the lively banter and hearty laughter that night, it was evident that 
the party had achieved its purpose of strengthening the ties of friendship 
among members of the Jurong Shipyard family.

It was a blast to the past for some 200 management 
and staff as they indulged in some good ‘old-fashion’ 
fun during Jurong Shipyard’s Retro Nite Party on 
October 12, 2009.

A hearty toast to round up a successful evening.

‘Beauties’ working their charms.

‘Lady A-Go-Go’ is the best dresser of Retro Nite.

Mr WS Wong, Jurong Shipyard’s Managing Director, joins in the action.


